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1. Introduction



Ocean is closed at 38oN with increased horizontal



Dividing the tropical and subtropical circulations,



viscosity to “damp spurious coastal Kelvin Wave”.



the North Equatorial Current in the Pacific



Figure 1 shows seasonal variations of the



Ocean bifurcates into Kuroshio and Mindanao



bifurcation latitude obtained from our linear



Current. Investigating the bifurcation latitude is



1.5-layer model results (Nonlinearity is not



important to understand tropics – extratropics



essential here; not shown).



water exchange. Using 1.5-layer model, Qiu and Lukas (1996) concluded that the bifurcation latitude of the NEC occurs at the southernmost latitude in February (or April) and the northernmost position in October. On the other hand, Qu and Lukas (2002) showed from geostrophic calculation that the bifurcation latitude of the NEC occurs at the southernmost



position



in



July



and



the



northernmost position in December. What causes these apparent different conclusions? Which is



The seasonal variation of the bifurcation latitude



likely to be true? What decides the seasonal



with the model ocean closed at 60oN (Line a) is



variation of the bifurcation latitude? We will



consistent with Qu and Lukas (2002)’s result. On



identify key elements to answer these questions



the other hand, the result from the model ocean



using various numerical models.



closed



2. Methods



seasonality like Qiu and Lukas (1996). Strong



We use a 1.5-layer model to test the response to



damping near the 40oN (Line c) does not help very



various wind stress. For the purpose of exploring



much. Confirming with the JAMSTEC world



vertical structure, we utilize a linear continuously



ocean GCM favors Qu and Lukas (2002)’s



stratified model. We also use data from the more



conclusion.



comprehensive General Circulation Model run by



4. Vertical structure of the bifurcation latitude



the JAMSTEC (Ishida et al. 1997).



Qu and Lukas (2002) also reported northward



3. The effect of the artificial northern boundary



shift of the bifurcation latitude with depth. Our



Several experiments using a 1.5-layer model



linear continuously stratified model revealed that



revealed that the result of Qiu and Lukas (1996)



the second vertical mode is a key of this



is greatly influenced by the artificial northern



northward shift. We will report it at the meeting.



boundary in their model. Their model Pacific



at



40oN



(Line



b)



shows



different
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Introduction. Dividing the tropical and subtropical circulations, the North Equatorial Current in the Pacific. Ocean bifurcates into Kuroshio and Mindanao. Current. 
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